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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
File ID No. 2008299
The Office of the Inspector General initiated an investigation based upon allegations that state
officials improperly accessed and distributed confidential state records related to Samuel Joseph
Wurzelbacher (“Wurzelbacher”), a.k.a. “Joe the Plumber.” Wurzelbacher first garnered media
attention during an impromptu U.S. presidential campaign stop in his hometown near Toledo on
October 12, 2008, when he posed a question to then-presidential candidate Senator Barack
Obama about the impact his tax plan would have on Wurzelbacher’s desire to purchase his
employer’s plumbing business. During the third presidential debate between Senator Obama and
Senator John McCain on October 15, 2008, both candidates engaged in a spirited discussion
about wealth redistribution during which “Joe the Plumber’s” name was repeatedly invoked. The
debate thrust Wurzelbacher into the national spotlight, prompting reporters across the country to
begin digging into his background.

Our investigation determined that there were 18 separate records checks conducted on
Wurzelbacher following the October 15, 2008, presidential debate. Of those 18 checks, five
were conducted in response to media requests for information and eight were conducted by
various agencies without any legitimate business purpose. (For a complete breakdown, see
Exhibit A.) Fourteen of those checks occurred within 48 hours of the debate. Searches were
conducted on databases maintained by the Ohio Department of Job and Family Services
(“ODJFS”), the Ohio Attorney General’s Ohio Law Enforcement Gateway (“OHLEG”) system,
the Ohio Department of Public Safety’s Bureau of Motor Vehicles (“BMV”), the Toledo Police
Department, and the Ohio Department of Taxation (“Taxation”).

In summary, we determined that ODJFS Director Helen Jones-Kelley’s authorization to search
three confidential agency databases for information on Wurzelbacher was improper, and that her
use of state email resources to engage in political activity was also improper. We further find an
omission on the part of the Ohio Attorney General’s Office for failing to prevent a misuse of the
OHLEG system by an agency contractor, and a wrongful act with the contractor for using
OHLEG to access confidential information about Wurzelbacher.
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Due to the involvement of multiple agencies, we will address searches done on Wurzelbacher by
each of the agencies separately.

Ohio Department of Job and Family Services
We found that ODJFS Director Jones-Kelley authorized searches related to Wurzelbacher on
three confidential agency databases shortly after the October 15, 2008, presidential debate.
Searches were done on the Support Enforcement Tracking System (“SETS”) for child support
enforcement; the Client Registry Information System Enhanced (“CRIS-E”), which maintains
records pertaining to the Temporary Aid to Needy Families program; and Ohio Job Insurance
(“OJI”), which contains information about unemployment benefits.

Director Jones-Kelley’s authorization of the searches done on Wurzelbacher did not satisfy the
Ohio Administrative Code requirement that access to ODJFS’ confidential database systems
must be related to an “agency function or purpose.” Although the Director indicated that it was
agency practice to search ODJFS databases when someone is “thrust quickly into the public
spotlight,” we found no policies or procedures to support her.

In light of her rationale for authorizing the searches on Wurzelbacher, we asked Director JonesKelley to provide the names of all individuals whose names were searched in ODJFS databases
using this rationale. We received a list that was prepared solely from the recollections of ODJFS
employees who were involved in the prior decisions that resulted in searches being conducted on
people “thrust quickly into the public spotlight.” The list showed one search in 2003, two in
2006, two in 2007, and four in 2008. However, ODJFS provided no records pertaining to these
prior searches. Additionally, while the employees maintained that the searches had an agency
purpose, they provided no records to support this claim. Consequently, we find this information
to be unpersuasive evidence to support Jones-Kelley’s claim that such searches were an
acceptable agency practice.
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We additionally interviewed two former agency directors who contradicted Jones-Kelley’s claim
that such searches were past agency practice. Both directors said they never authorized, and
never would have approved, searches of individuals who achieved “celebrity” status.
Accordingly, we find reasonable cause to conclude that Jones-Kelley committed a wrongful act
by authorizing the searches on Wurzelbacher.

During the course of this investigation, we also received information that Director Jones-Kelley
may have used state resources to engage in political activity. Jones-Kelley had asked Charles
Huston, ODJFS’ network service technician, to synchronize her personal Blackberry with the
ODJFS email system. As a result, all emails sent from her Blackberry went through the ODJFS
email system. Among the emails that went through the ODJFS system were four in which JonesKelley provided lists of names of potential contributors to the Obama campaign. One of those
emails included Jones-Kelley’s offer of a $2,500 contribution to the campaign. On all four
occasions the emails were either sent from, or received at, Jones-Kelley’s state email address.
This use of the ODJFS system violates the Governor’s policy on political activity and constitutes
an inappropriate use of state resources. Consequently, we also find reasonable cause to believe
that Jones-Kelley committed a wrongful act in this instance.

Ohio Attorney General’s Office – Ohio Law Enforcement Gateway
We found that access to Wurzelbacher’s BMV information was made through a user account on
the Ohio Law Enforcement Gateway system, which is maintained by the Ohio Attorney
General’s Office (“OAG”). The account holder who conducted the search of Wurzelbacher – as
well as searches of other individuals at various times – was a former information technology
contract employee with the OAG.

The former OAG contractor was employed as a state

contractor with the Ohio Department of Insurance (“Insurance”) at the time the searches
occurred. We determined that the search conducted by this individual was not authorized by
anyone at the OAG or Insurance and did not occur with any state official’s prior knowledge. We
also found that the OAG failed to alter or disable an OHLEG test account used by this person
when the employment contract ended. The individual continued to use this account to conduct
searches on individuals through the OHLEG system. This matter is currently being investigated
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by the Ohio State Highway Patrol for possible criminal charges.

We find that the OAG

committed an act of omission by failing to properly disable or change the OHLEG test account.
We also find that the former contractor committed acts of wrongdoing by accessing the OHLEG
system.

Cuyahoga Support Enforcement Agency
We noted that on October 17, access to information about Wurzelbacher was made through the
BMV Fraud application maintained by ODJFS. Early in their own investigation of that access,
ODJFS system administrators believed they had determined that the inquiry had been made by a
user within the Cuyahoga Support Enforcement Agency (“CSEA”). We worked with ODJFS
and DPS to investigate this matter and determined that this nexus could not be verified. At the
time the October 17 query was made, the system was not designed to track individual users’
activities. The only conclusion that could be made from our efforts is that it is likely that
someone within the ODJFS system queried Wurzelbacher’s records on October 17. We do not
have jurisdiction over CSEA. However, that agency is conducting its own internal investigation.

Toledo Police Department
Two records checks of Wurzelbacher’s driving history and other information were made through
a user account with the Law Enforcement Automated Data System (“LEADS”) by individuals
employed by the Toledo Police Department on October 16, 2008, and October 31, 2008.
LEADS is a confidential law enforcement database administered by the Ohio Department of
Public Safety (“DPS”). The Toledo Police Department is conducting its own administrative
investigation into these records checks and will report its findings to DPS and this office upon
completion.

Ohio Department of Public Safety
We found that DPS searched its BMV database related to Wurzelbacher on three occasions, all
of them in response to media requests. The information released to the media was public
information.

Accordingly, there is no reasonable cause to believe that a wrongful act or

omission occurred in these instances. However, DPS is currently investigating a query through
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the BMV database from the state’s independently contracted Deputy Registrar’s Office in
Sylvania, Ohio.

Ohio Department of Taxation
We determined that Taxation checked its database systems twice on October 16, 2008, and a
third time on October 17, 2008, in response to media inquiries about the status of a tax lien
against Wurzelbacher. We interviewed Taxation’s Communications Director, John Kohlstrand,
who confirmed that he coordinated with the Ohio Attorney’s Office in preparing a response to
reporters. Taxpayer records maintained on Taxation’s data system are deemed confidential by
statute and the public release of any such information is prohibited.

Public information

regarding the status of a tax lien may be released by the Ohio Attorney General’s Office after a
lien is filed in court. All of the information appearing in the media about Wurzelbacher’s tax
lien was consistent with public information released by the OAG and available from the Lucas
County Clerk of Courts.

We found that Taxation’s searches were not inappropriate based on criteria established by the
agency and the Internal Revenue Service, which govern access to such records by authorized
employees.

In this case, Taxation officials checked their database to verify whether

Wurzelbacher’s tax lien was still valid. We found no evidence that any confidential information
was shared with anyone outside the agency.

Conclusion
Clearly, all these searches were done in the midst of a national political campaign. But we did
not find any evidence that shows the data was accessed or information released in response to
media requests in an effort to support any political activity or agenda.

We are making several recommendations and are requesting that the affected agencies respond
with plans of action for implementing them within the next sixty days. We also have provided a
copy of this Report of Investigation to the Franklin County Prosecutor’s Office for their review
and consideration.
vi
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Glossary Index of Acronyms Used in This Report
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Description (if needed)

“BMV”

Ohio Bureau of Motor Vehicles

BMV is a division of DPS

“CSEA”

Cuyahoga Support Enforcement
Agency

“CRIS-E”

Client Registry Information
System Enhanced

“DPS”

Ohio Department of Public Safety

“LEADS”

Law Enforcement Automated
Data System

“OACP”

Ohio Association of Chiefs of
Police

“OAG”

Ohio Attorney General’s Office

“ODJFS”

Ohio Department of Job and
Family Services

“OHLEG”

Ohio Law Enforcement Gateway

OHLEG is the AG’s confidential criminal
justice information network

“OJI”

Ohio Job Insurance

A confidential ODJFS database dedicated
to unemployment compensation

“OLLEISN”

Ohio Local Law Enforcement
Information Sharing Network

A database of OHLEG

“OSP”

Ohio State Highway Patrol

“SETS”

Support Enforcement Tracking
System

A confidential ODJFS database that tracks
benefits programs

LEADS is a confidential DPS database that
contains law enforcement files

A confidential ODJFS database that
monitors the child support program
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I.

BASIS FOR INVESTIGATION

On October 24, 2008, news media sources reported that state records associated with Samuel
Joseph Wurzelbacher (“Wurzelbacher”) a.k.a. “Joe the Plumber”1 were accessed by certain state
agencies. On October 27, 2008, pursuant to section 121.42 of the Ohio Revised Code, this office
initiated – on its own accord – an investigation into whether confidential state records related to
Wurzelbacher at the Ohio Department of Job and Family Services, Ohio Department of Public
Safety, Ohio Attorney General’s Office – Ohio Law Enforcement Gateway, and the Ohio
Department of Taxation were improperly accessed and/or distributed to unauthorized personnel.

II.

ACTION TAKEN IN FURTHERANCE OF INVESTIGATION

During the course of this investigation, we conducted sworn interviews of state officials involved
in conducting queries related to Wurzelbacher. We reviewed state email accounts, as well as
computer logs, which tracked searches conducted on various databases.

Additionally, we

examined policies, procedures, and laws governing the circumstances under which various
confidential databases may be properly accessed to obtain information.

III.

DISCUSSION

Background – Samuel “Joe the Plumber” Wurzelbacher
Samuel Joseph Wurzelbacher first garnered media attention during an impromptu U.S.
presidential campaign stop in his hometown near Toledo, Ohio, on October 12, 2008, in which
he posed a question to then presidential candidate Barack Obama. The exchange was recorded
on video and subsequently replayed by local and national media outlets.

Wurzelbacher

immediately achieved national notoriety during the third presidential debate on October 15,
2008, when he was referred to as “Joe the Plumber” on numerous occasions by both candidates,
as a result of the exchange that occurred three days prior. “Joe the Plumber” is a reference to
Wurzelbacher’s occupation as a plumber.

1

See Discussion Background regarding Samuel “Joe the Plumber” Wurzelbacher.

1

Allegation: Whether state officials improperly accessed confidential state records.

1.

Ohio Department of Job and Family Services

The Ohio Department of Job and Family Services (“ODJFS”) administers programs that include
Child Support, Unemployment Compensation, Temporary Aid to Needy Families, and
Workforce Development. There are various data systems, unique to the agency, which support
these programs. These include the Support Enforcement Tracking System (“SETS”), Client
Registry Information System Enhanced (“CRIS-E”), Ohio Job Insurance (“OJI”), and a United
States Department of Labor Apprenticeship Registry program (“Apprenticeship Registry”) for
Ohio. Records within the Apprenticeship Registry are public records. However, the other data
systems previously mentioned contain confidential data.

The confidentiality requirements

governing SETS, CRIS-E and OJI are primarily specified under Ohio Revised Code sections
5101.26, 5101.27, 5101.28, 5101.29, 5101.30 and Ohio Administrative Code Chapter (“O.A.C.”)
5101, section 1-1-03. (See also 42 U.S.C. 645 (26) and 45 C.F.R. 307.13.) Respectively,
ODJFS has issued administrative rules that authorize and limit the use of personal information of
individuals maintained in their data systems.

Use and access of these databases is contingent upon an agency function or purpose. For
example, authorization for access to the SETS database is limited to the extent necessary to carry
out the agency’s responsibilities under that program. (See O.A.C. 5101:12-1-15.)

Additionally, prior to receiving a user ID and password to access these confidential database
systems, ODJFS personnel are trained in areas related to confidentiality, safeguarding guidelines,
and security procedures. Once issued a password, personnel may only access confidential data
systems to the extent necessary to carry out the programs ODJFS administers.

As part of this investigation, we tracked the media contacts ODJFS received requesting public
information regarding Wurzelbacher. Additionally, through sworn interviews, we were able to
determine the sequence of events which resulted in the queries or searches related to
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Wurzelbacher being performed on the U.S. Department of Labor’s Apprenticeship Registry
database.

Andrew Maciejewski, Executive Administrator with the Ohio State Apprenticeship Council,
Office of Workforce Development within ODJFS, received the first inquiry regarding
Wurzelbacher on October 16, 2008, at approximately 11:00 a.m. Maciejewski reported that his
inquiry was prompted by a telephone call from Local 50 of the United Association of
Journeymen and Apprentices of the Plumbing and Pipefitting Industry (“Association-Local 50”),
in Toledo, Ohio. The Association-Local 50 inquired whether or not Wurzelbacher was a
plumber’s apprentice.

The Apprenticeship Council database, a national database on all

apprentices, is maintained and accessed by the Office of Workforce Development. However,
due to the misspelling of Wurzelbacher’s name, no data was provided.

At approximately 11:30 a.m., on the same date, Maciejewski received a second call from Gary
Schaeffer, Superintendent of Ohio Industrial Compliance, a division within the Ohio Department
of Commerce, requesting the same information.

Schaeffer informed Maciejewski that the

request was in response to a media inquiry. Another search of the Apprenticeship Council
database was made; this time with Wurzelbacher’s name spelled correctly.

Maciejewski

provided the public information to Schaeffer, basically confirming that Wurzelbacher was
enrolled in the apprenticeship program. However, records indicated that he was “overdue,” or
had not completed that program. Maciejewski informed his supervisor, John Weber, Assistant
Deputy Director of Workforce Development and Dennis Evans, Acting Director of
Communications at ODJFS, of the expressed media interest.

Evans recalled that he received his first media inquiry concerning Wurzelbacher’s apprenticeship
status on October 16, 2008, at approximately 2:00 p.m. from Bill Hershey, Statehouse reporter
for the Dayton Daily News. Hershey told Evans that he had been referred to ODJFS by the
Department of Commerce. Evans called Maciejewski, obtained the requested information, and
informed Hershey that Wurzelbacher was listed as an apprentice who was “overdue.” This was
public information, contained within the registry of the Apprenticeship Council, and the release
3

of this information was not improper. Evans stated that after this first inquiry, he went to ODJFS
Director Helen Jones-Kelley’s (“Jones-Kelley”) office and informed Jones-Kelley of the media
interest. Evans provided us a copy of the ODJFS media log for October 16, 2008. This log
shows four calls from the media, all requesting information about Wurzelbacher’s status as an
apprentice plumber. These calls were from the Associated Press, Dayton Daily News, National
Journal and the Toledo Blade.

Director Jones-Kelley stated that soon after her conversation with Evans, she entered Assistant
Director Fred Williams’ office. Williams was in a conversation with Doug Thompson, Deputy
Director of Child Support. Director Jones-Kelley told us that she assumed that they were
discussing “Joe the Plumber” and the related media stories that were “swirling around.” JonesKelley joined in the conversation and the three began discussing “Joe the Plumber.” Afterwards,
Jones-Kelley gave her approval for a search of Wurzelbacher’s records.

During Director Jones-Kelley’s interview with this office, she was asked to explain the basis for
her authorizing a check of Wurzelbacher’s name through ODJFS’ confidential database systems,
to include SETS, CRIS-E, and OJI. Jones-Kelley provided three justifications for authorizing
searches of the ODJFS databases. One reason provided was the fact that Wurzelbacher was
thrust into the media spotlight. The next was that she was concerned about criticism for not
being “proactive.” She also said that other administrations followed the same practice and that
there were no policies as to how to handle high profile individuals.2

None of the justifications provided by Jones-Kelley meet any reasonable “agency function or
purpose” as required by the administrative code. We also note that Jones-Kelley’s comment as
to the absence of policies regarding high profile individuals makes sense in view of the standard
set forth in the code.

2

Through her lawyer, Director Jones-Kelley provided us with three names of individuals from whom she obtained
this impression – Barbara Boyd, Arnold Tompkins, and Barbara Riley.
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Even assuming that Jones-Kelley’s stated justifications reasonably squared with the required
standards to search, the supporting information she provided was contradicted, inconsistent and
ambiguous. We noted the following:
•

The Director told us that Evans had mentioned to her that he received media inquiries
related to Wurzelbacher several times throughout the day.

Although the director stated that Evans had approached her as soon as she arrived in the morning
and informed her of the “Joe the Plumber” media interest, Evans disputed this point. Evans
stated that he did not see the Director until after the 2:00 p.m. call he received from the
Statehouse reporter for the Dayton Daily News.
•

Jones-Kelley could not specifically recall who suggested running a check on
Wurzelbacher through the agency’s database systems.

There were only three people in the room when the discussion first arose about checking on
Wurzelbacher – Director Jones-Kelley, Assistant Director Fred Williams, and Deputy Director of
Child Support Doug Thompson.

These are the highest ranking officials at a state agency

discussing a high profile issue; yet none of them could recall details regarding their official
actions or provide an articulable reason to justify how the search satisfied the criteria for
accessing confidential ODJFS databases.
•

Jones-Kelley stated that ultimately she approved a review of confidential ODJFS
databases to ascertain whether or not a concern existed with Wurzelbacher. She stated,
“And I am sure that we got a question or a comment about child support, about being
behind on child support. And I believe that was what prompted this.”

She was unable to provide a more specific answer as to what prompted her decision to run the
check.
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•

She also stated that there were blogs and reports about “Joe the Plumber” being behind in
his child support payments and that he did not have a driver’s license.

Director Jones-Kelley produced no examples of blogs she reviewed. Even if examples were
produced, we find that authorizing searches of confidential databases should be predicated on
more than blog posts, rumors and innuendo about private citizens.
•

Thompson stated that after the meeting with Director Jones-Kelley and Williams, he
called Carri Brown, Assistant Deputy Director Office of Child Support, and requested
that she conduct the inquiry into the SETS access.

He did not recall who suggested that a check be made of Wurzelbacher’s records, but he did
recall Director Jones-Kelley approving the check.
•

Director Jones-Kelley stated that in approving the search she was following the same
practice of past administrators and that there were no policies as to how to handle high
profile individuals.

The OIG requested information to support Jones-Kelley’s claim that she was following past
practice set by former ODJFS directors. The only evidence provided was an anecdotal list,
which included a total of nine searches conducted between 2003 and 2008. However, no
documentation was provided to support the claim that these searches had a legitimate agency
purpose, making them unpersuasive evidence of Jones-Kelley’s claim that they were proper.
•

Director Jones-Kelley stated that during her conversation with Williams and Thompson, a
comment was made that Wurzelbacher was “one of ours”, implying that he was a client
of one of the programs administrated by ODJFS.
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None of the three people interviewed (Jones-Kelley, Williams, and Thompson), could recall who
specifically made the remark, “one of ours.” The remark implies that ODJFS officials believed
that Wurzelbacher was in their database system, for whatever reason.

Carri Brown stated that, due to her inactive user account, she went to Vanessa Niekamp, an
Administrative Assistant 4 in the same section and requested that Niekamp conduct the inquiry.
Brown was under the impression that this was a legitimate task and she said Thompson informed
her that a child support problem might exist with Wurzelbacher. Brown recalled that she simply
told Niekamp to run the check.

Niekamp visited this office on October 23, 2008, and expressed concern over researching
Wurzelbacher’s information. Niekamp stated that she was informed that Wurzelbacher was the
suddenly well-known “Joe the Plumber” when her supervisor, Deputy Director Thompson, asked
her about the Wurzelbacher SETS inquiry she performed at Brown’s request.

She said

Thompson dictated to her the exact wording of an email that she was to send and “literally
demanded” that she send the email to Rick Copley, Chief Privacy Officer, explaining that this
SETS inquiry performed for Brown was for child support purposes. We believe that this email
orchestrated by Thompson was an attempt to deceive as there was no agency function or purpose
for accessing Wurzelbacher’s records.

Niekamp’s concern was that she had violated ODJFS policy by conducting a database query on
Wurzelbacher, and other employees had been terminated for conducting queries for non-business
related purposes. Niekamp said Brown told her that an individual (who was only referred to as
“he”) had called ODJFS because he was not pleased with the administration of his case and
ODJFS owed him money. Niekamp was under the impression from Brown that Wurzelbacher
was the “he” who called ODJFS.

Assistant Director Williams contacted Paul Fraunholtz, Deputy Director of Family Stability, and
instructed him to conduct a search of the CRIS-E database. Fraunholtz, in turn, contacted Judy
Cicatiello, Deputy Director of Unemployment Compensation, and requested she run an inquiry
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on Wurzelbacher using the Ohio Job Insurance database, which occurred on October 16. Both
Fraunholtz and Cicatiello conducted searches on Wurzelbacher.

As previously mentioned, Director Jones-Kelley stated that she authorized the searches based on
the understanding that the practice of doing administrative reviews began under the previous
administration. However, Barbara Riley, Director of the Department of Aging and former
Director of ODJFS (2005-2006), stated that during the two years she was the ODJFS director,
she never conducted research on someone just because he was elevated to “celebrity” status. She
stated that there may have been cases where someone came into money, such as winning the
lottery, and a check could have been conducted to determine if there were any debts owed to the
state. However, she stated that the practice of checking lottery winners was common. We noted
that according to Ohio Revised Code sections 3770.071 and 3770.073, the Lottery Commission
(“Commission”) is authorized to search various state databases for information pertaining to
individuals who receive more than $600.00 in lottery winnings. The search is then conducted by
ODJFS for child support arrearages and the results of the searches are reported to the
Commission. ODJFS does not take it upon themselves to initiate the inquiry; rather, they
respond to a request submitted by the Commission.

We also interviewed Tom Hayes, another former Director of ODJFS (2001-2004) who preceded
Riley. He subsequently served as the Director of the Ohio Lottery Commission. He stated that
he never approved any inquiries based on someone obtaining “celebrity” status. He stated that as
the director of the Ohio Lottery Commission, he negotiated an interagency agreement to check
lottery winners against the SETS database.

John Gore, former Assistant Deputy Director for the Office of Child Support, also contradicted
the claim that searches were conducted solely based on celebrity status. He stated that in the 4½
years he served as the Assistant Deputy Director, he never recalled the ODJFS data systems
being used as they were in this instance related to “Joe the Plumber.”
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More importantly, we found no past or present records or written policies, with the exception of
an agreement regarding lottery winners, supportive of Jones-Kelley authorizing the search of
individuals on the basis of celebrity status.

In this case, there is no dispute that ODJFS initiated searches and/or queries of its confidential
data systems related in order to access the records for Samuel Joseph Wurzelbacher. We note
there is no indication that any confidential data was disseminated outside the agency. However,
we could find no legitimate agency function or purpose for checking Wurzelbacher’s name
through SETS, CRIS-E, and OJI or for authorizing those searches.

The only documented

inquiries ODJFS received related to Wurzelbacher’s status as a plumbing apprentice. ODJFS
receives nearly 1,000 requests for that kind of public information each year.

ODJFS has established policies governing when they should check individuals against their
confidential databases. However, there are no policies addressing what standards or criteria
should be followed for accessing confidential databases in extraordinary circumstances, such as
when individuals are “thrust into the media spotlight” or receive notoriety/celebrity status. We
further noted two queries were made within the ODJFS system which could not be traced back to
a specific account holder because there was no mechanism to track users who perform queries,
unlike those mechanisms associated with LEADS or OHLEG.3

In light of the ongoing political and media maelstrom, Jones-Kelley’s decisions about whether to
search confidential databases for information on Wurzelbacher have received heightened
scrutiny. Unfortunately our attempts to determine whether there were legitimate reasons for the
searches were met with inconsistent and ambiguous recollections and inadequate documentation.

The lack of detail regarding official governmental decisions in this case does not promote trust
and confidence that the decision to run records checks on Wurzelbacher was necessary to carry
out ODJFS’ responsibilities under its administered programs.

3

Since the initiation of our investigation, ODJFS now tracks queries through its BMV Fraud portal.
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Jones-Kelley’s justifications were not reasonable under the required standards. Also, based on
numerous discrepancies and contradictions, we find that her information lacked credibility.
Finally, the information upon which she based her authorization was not from valid sources and
was ambiguous at best. Accordingly, we find that Jones-Kelley’s decision to authorize searches
of the ODJFS databases was not appropriate.

Accordingly, we find there is reasonable cause to believe that a wrongful act or omission
occurred in this instance.

Other Matters
During the course of this investigation, we received information that Director Jones-Kelley may
have used state resources to engage in political activity. The allegation was that Jones-Kelley
provided a list of names of potential contributors to the Obama campaign using her state email
account.

In investigating this information, we found that within Jones-Kelley’s first year as director of
ODJFS, she had specifically asked Charles Huston, the agency’s network service technician, to
synchronize her personal BlackBerry with the ODJFS email system. As a result of her request,
emails sent from her BlackBerry went through the ODJFS email system. This necessarily uses
state email resources to send and receive BlackBerry messages.

The contention that Jones-Kelley’s believed that such use of her personal BlackBerry did not
involve the use of state resources is not credible. The fact the she sought assistance from a state
network services technician supports the conclusion that Jones-Kelley should have known that
state resources were involved. Further, according to Huston, whenever a message was composed
on the BlackBerry, the originating email address (in this case Jones-Kelley’s ODJFS email
address) would be displayed on the device. In fact, email header information we obtained
confirms the emails did originate from her ODJFS email account.
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In reviewing her emails, we identified one dated July 8, 2008, in which Jones-Kelley supplied to
Michael O’Neil at www.BarackObama.com a list of four couples and one individual as potential
contributors from the Dayton area. Later on that same day, Jones-Kelley sent another email to
O’Neil providing the names of additional couples and individuals to consider as potential donors.
In that second email, Jones-Kelley also offered a donation of $2,500 to the Obama campaign. A
subsequent reply to these emails from O’Neil acknowledges Jones-Kelley’s offer and invites her
to attend a political fundraiser on July 11, 2008.

Furthermore, we found that Jones-Kelley used her BlackBerry to schedule appointments on her
Novelle calendar, which is maintained on the ODJFS system. We found three instances in which
she scheduled appointment times for Obama campaign activities on her calendar. The first of the
events was scheduled for February 14, 2008. The remaining appointments were slated for
February 17 and February 26, 2008.

Jones-Kelley stated that she used her personal BlackBerry for all of these messages. However,
this BlackBerry was synchronized to a state server. Jones-Kelley assumed that the emails were
being transmitted through her personal email account, and not through her ODJFS email account.
This use of the ODJFS system violates the Governor’s policy on political activity and constitutes
an inappropriate use of state resources. Copies of the above-referenced emails are attached to
this report as Exhibit B. We find this to be a wrongful act on the part of Jones-Kelley.

2.

Ohio Department of Public Safety

The Ohio Bureau of Motor Vehicles (“BMV”) is a division of the Ohio Department of Public
Safety (“DPS”). The BMV is responsible for maintaining a statewide database of drivers’
license records and vehicle registration records that are issued in Ohio. Access to these BMV
records is controlled by federal and state law, as well as departmental policy. According to
federal law, United States Code Title 18 §2721 specifies the permissible access and use of state
motor vehicle records. The federal code defines fourteen specific purposes that are permissible
reasons to release state BMV information. Ohio Revised Code §4501.27 mirrors the federal
code, and sets forth the various permissible uses of Ohio motor vehicle records. Agency policy
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containing guidelines for responding to public record requests can be found in policy DPS400.04.

Contrary to popular belief, and according to law, Ohio driving records, or portions thereof, other
than personal information, such as Social Security Numbers, Dates of Birth, et cetera; are
considered public records pursuant to Revised Code section 149.43 and must be disclosed to the
media. Upon request, only the non-personal information contained in the BMV records must, in
fact, be disclosed according to the various guidelines set forth in the aforementioned federal and
state law provisions. During this investigation, we found that aside from the BMV data itself,
the various systems utilized to electronically search and access the BMV data have differing
levels of restrictions.

One such system that can be utilized to electronically search records is the Law Enforcement
Automated Data System (“LEADS”). LEADS is a data retrieval system utilized by Ohio law
enforcement agencies for law enforcement purposes. Information found in the LEADS system
comes from BMV and other records. The Ohio State Highway Patrol (“OSP”) has oversight of
the system. Information obtained through the LEADS system is considered confidential, and
users of the system must hold a LEADS permit. Users commonly use LEADS information for
criminal justice purposes and are also subject to periodic testing to maintain their user permits.

The Ohio Law Enforcement Gateway (“OHLEG”) is another data retrieval system utilized by
law enforcement for law enforcement purposes which includes access to both BMV records and
other secured or confidential databases. The Ohio Attorney General’s Office (“OAG”)
administers the database and maintains oversight of the system. Use is restricted to those
registered with the OAG and users pledge that information obtained through the system will be
utilized for criminal justice purposes.

The Ohio Department of Job & Family Services has an agreement with the BMV to allow
ODJFS access to BMV records through a portal on the ODJFS inter-agency web, known as the
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BMV Fraud Application. Only certain persons have access for purposes related to their job
function. Access is controlled by a user’s profile and password.

ODJFS clearly has a business need to access BMV records. ODJFS reports child support
arrearages, which can result in the suspension of driving privileges in cases involving nonpayment of support. ODJFS administers and maintains the Support Enforcement Tracking
System (“SETS”) computer inter-web system, which is utilized by each of the 88 county child
enforcement agencies. The various county child support agencies can also access BMV records
through ODJFS’s inter-web portal.

Each of these systems mentioned were utilized to access the records of Samuel J. Wurzelbacher
in the following instances:

October 16, 2008
BMV accessed Wurzelbacher’s driving record at 10:56 a.m. Steve Eder from the Toledo Blade
contacted the ODPS Communication Section requesting the driving record of Samuel J.
Wurzelbacher. In response to the media request, BMV faxed Wurzelbacher’s driving record
information to the Toledo Blade.

BMV accessed Wurzelbacher’s vehicle registration

information a second time at 12:27 p.m. based on another request from the Toledo Blade. The
requested information was subsequently faxed to them. This was not improper since state law
requires the release of this information to the media.

At 5:41 p.m., a Toledo, Ohio Police Dispatcher identified as Julie McConnell queried the BMV
database through the LEADS system. OSP requested an explanation from the Toledo Police
Department as to why Wurzelbacher’s driving record was queried through the LEADS system.
As a result, Toledo Police initiated an internal investigation. They found that McConnell had
accessed the information as a “favor” for a Toledo area media representative. This employee
faces possible disciplinary action for gross misconduct.
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October 17, 2008
Daniel Newhauser from the East Valley Tribune, which serves the East Valley region of
Phoenix, Arizona, contacted the ODPS Communications Section requesting Wurzelbacher’s
driving records.

In response to the media request, BMV faxed a redacted copy of

Wurzelbacher’s driving record to the newspaper. The release of this information was not
improper.

At 12:05 p.m., BMV’s database was queried through the ODJFS inter-web portal. Based on a
preliminary review of the query by BMV, the inquiry appeared to have originated from the
Cuyahoga Support Enforcement Agency. We worked with ODJFS and DPS to investigate this
matter, and, upon further scrutiny, we determined that this nexus could not be verified. Due to
existing limitations of the database system, both the BMV and ODJFS were unable to track who
specifically accessed the data, and what data was retrieved. As a result, the Cuyahoga Support
Enforcement Agency is conducting a forensic review of the suspected terminal used to access the
information.

October 29, 2008
At 3:40 p.m., the BMV database was queried through the ODJFS inter-web portal. Again, due to
limitations of the system, neither BMV nor ODJFS can identify who made the inquiry, and what
information was accessed. Therefore, we cannot determine if the query was proper.

At 6:24 p.m., Toledo Police Officer Scott Bailey queried the BMV database through the LEADS
system as a result of stopping Wurzelbacher for an alleged traffic violation. Wurzelbacher was
subsequently issued a warning for speeding. This was a proper use of LEADS.

October 31, 2008
At 1:46 p.m., a Toledo Police records clerk queried the BMV database through the LEADS
system.

The OSP asked for an explanation from Toledo Police Department as to why

Wurzelbacher’s BMV records were accessed. The Toledo Police Department determined that a
records clerk at Toledo Police Department had received a public records request and
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subsequently verified the spelling of Wurzelbacher’s name through LEADS. We have been told
that Toledo Police will determine what corrective measures will be taken regarding the improper
use of the system.

November 7, 2008
At 1:15 p.m., the state’s independently contracted Deputy Registrar’s Office in Sylvania, Ohio,
queried Wurzelbacher’s information in the BMV database. Based upon a preliminary review, it
does not appear that the inquiry had a business purpose.

DPS investigators are currently

investigating the potential inappropriate access of the BMV database through the LEADS
system.

3.

Ohio Attorney General’s Office

Beginning in 2004, when the Ohio Law Enforcement Gateway (“OHLEG”) system was first
being developed by the Ohio Attorney General’s Office, 62 generic test accounts were
established for use by state contractors and state employees tasked with developing the system.

OHLEG is a portal through which criminal justice agencies can access several different data
systems. One of the data systems, the Ohio Local Law Enforcement Information Sharing
Network (“OLLEISN”), was being developed by the Ohio Association of Chiefs of Police
(OACP). The OACP employed six independent contractors to help develop OLLEISN. After
February 11, 2008, OLLEISN was transitioned to the OAG. To assist in the transition, the six
OACP contractors were given temporary contracts by the OAG. The six contactors immediately
started working under the new OAG contracts.

All six contractors completed their work on the transition of the system at various times over the
following three months, with the last contractor leaving on May 23, 2008. The first contractor to
finish work under his contract was the former OLLEISN project manager, who concluded
providing services on March 7, 2008. He later became an independent contractor with the Ohio
Department of Insurance (“Insurance”). It was discovered that this contractor had accessed the
OHLEG portal, searching for information on Samuel J. Wurzelbacher, as well as numerous other
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individuals, after leaving the OLLEISN project, by utilizing the generic test account and
password he had used while working on the project. OHLEG and OLLEISN have measures in
place to identify each and every user who requests information from these systems, as well as the
date and time a user makes an inquiry. Thus, system administrators were able to identify the
contractor who accessed Wurzelbacher’s records on October 16th, the day after the debate. The
Ohio State Highway Patrol is conducting a criminal investigation of the unauthorized access of
the OHLEG system.

We learned from the OAG that all the contractors shared a common test account to access
OHLEG. Due to the fact that multiple individuals used the same test account, it was impossible
for the OAG to limit any one contractor from accessing OHLEG without cancelling access for
the whole group. As a result, the OAG shut down all access to the test accounts and is currently
in the process of developing security protocols in the event test accounts are needed in the future.

The contractor’s use of the application was after his contract had terminated and thus was
improper.

This matter remains under investigation by the Ohio State Highway Patrol.

Accordingly, we find a wrongful act occurred in this instance.

Additionally, the OAG should have had measures in place to terminate access for all users who
separate from service with the OAG. Accordingly, we find reasonable cause to believe an act
of omission occurred in this case.

4.

Ohio Department of Taxation

The Ohio Department of Taxation (“Taxation”) is responsible for the administration and
enforcement of over 20 state and locally levied taxes. Under the categories of administration and
enforcement, the department performs such duties as registering taxpayers, processing tax
returns, determining tax liabilities, issuing refunds and assessments, conducting audits, and
enforcing Ohio tax laws. Ohio law specifically prohibits the disclosure of confidential taxpayer
information to any person who is not an employee of Taxation. Taxation employees are required
to annually attend in-house disclosure training.
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The training reviews the rules about

safeguarding taxpayer information in order to prevent unauthorized disclosure. In addition, the
penalty for the unauthorized disclosure of confidential information about a taxpayer is quite
severe – a felony punishable by a fine not exceeding $5,000.00 or imprisonment for not more
than 5 years, or both, together with the cost of prosecution.

Unauthorized browsing is a

misdemeanor punishable by a fine up to $1,000.00 and/or imprisonment up to one year.

We determined that Taxation checked its database systems on October 16 and October 17, a total
of three times. We interviewed several Taxation employees and reviewed emails. One of the
individuals

interviewed

was

Taxation’s

Communication

Director

John

Kohlstrand

(“Kohlstrand”). He confirmed that an initial check, which was unsuccessful, occurred at
approximately 10:00 a.m. on October 16 and was in response to a media inquiry about the status
of Wurzelbacher’s tax lien.4 We interviewed the Taxation attorney who conducted this initial
search and she confirmed that the search took place and stated that the purpose of this search was
to determine if the lien was still valid. The search was unsuccessful because Wurzelbacher’s
first name, “Samuel,” was unknown to Taxation at this time. Several hours later, Taxation
learned from the media Wurzelbacher’s first name and a second search was successfully
performed. The results of this search were relayed to Taxation’s legal counsel in the Attorney
General’s Office because it had received media inquiries about the lien and had been unable to
locate information relating to the lien. Both of these searches were performed by Taxation’s
legal department and the purpose for the searches was proper. Additionally, Taxation initiated a
third search after 5:00 P.M. on October 16th of another one of its databases. The purpose of this
search was to determine if proper service had been obtained regarding the underlying tax
assessment which led to the filing of Wurzelbacher’s tax lien and to see if any payments on the
tax had recently been made. This search was completed on the morning of October 17, 2008.
The reason for this search was to determine if the lien was valid. This search was also proper.

Additionally, with prior input from Taxation’s legal Department, Kohlstrand answered media
questions pertaining to procedural issues involving tax liens. In answering these questions,
Kohlstrand was careful not to address any specific taxpayer information but was instead
4

Based on public records available from the Lucas County Clerk of Courts, the tax lien filed against Wurzelbacher
was released on November 6, 2008.
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describing the process of how and why a tax lien is filed. We note that taxpayer records
maintained on Taxation’s data systems are deemed confidential by statute and the public release
of any such information is prohibited. However, any public information regarding the status of a
tax lien may be released by the Ohio Attorney General’s Office after a lien is filed in court. Our
investigation found that neither Kohlstrand nor anyone else from Taxation provided confidential
taxpayer information and that the information appearing in the media about Wurzelbacher’s tax
lien was consistent with public information released by the OAG and available from the Lucas
County Clerk of Courts.

We found that Taxation’s searches were not inappropriate based on criteria established by
agency as well as the Internal Revenue Service governing access to such records by authorized
employees.

As described above, Taxation checked its databases to verify whether

Wurzelbacher’s tax lien was still valid. And, as stated above, we found no evidence that
confidential information was shared with anyone outside the agency.
We also obtained assistance from Taxation’s information technology personnel who manage and
secure the agency’s various databases containing confidential tax information. Some of the
databases containing personal taxpayer information track when Taxation account holders make
modifications to taxpayer information. A search by Taxation technicians produced no positive
hits indicating that Wurzelbacher’s confidential information was modified.

However, the

database systems are not set up to identify and track queries performed by Taxation personnel
(when no changes to taxpayer records are made). Therefore, while there is no evidence of any
searches other than the three searches that have been previously discussed, we cannot
conclusively determine if any other searches of Wurzelbacher’s confidential tax information took
place.

Accordingly, in the case of the three searches we could identify, there is no

reasonable cause to believe that a wrongful act or omission occurred in this instance.

IV.

CONCLUSION

We found that Director Jones-Kelley had no legitimate agency function or purpose to support her
decision for checking confidential ODJFS databases related to Samuel Joseph Wurzelbacher.
The justifications she offered in support of her decision were not credible, and they included
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contradictions, ambiguity, and inconsistencies. The information she said she relied on emanated
from unreliable sources, such as blogs and hearsay.

Therefore, we find that she had no

reasonable basis to authorize searches on Wurzelbacher.

We also found that Assistant Director Fred Williams and Deputy Director of Child Support Doug
Thompson participated in the decision making process with Director Jones-Kelley, and that they
bear some responsibility for the decision to perform queries related to Wurzelbacher.
Thompson’s conduct is further called into question by the fact that he directed an ODJFS
employee, Vanessa Niekamp, to send a deceptive email to Rick Copley, Chief Privacy Officer,
explaining that the query on Wurzelbacher was for child support purposes.

It is also our conclusion that the Deputy Director of Family Stability, Paul Fraunholtz and the
Deputy Director of Unemployment Compensation, Judy Cicatiello played no direct role in the
decision making process that led to the queries being run on Wurzelbacher. However, they are
not without fault in this situation either – albeit to a lesser degree than Jones-Kelley, Williams,
and Thompson. They oversee two of the confidential ODJFS database systems accessed to
conduct queries on Wurzelbacher. Fraunholtz oversees the CRIS-E database and Cicatiello
oversees the Ohio Job Insurance database, and they both stated that queries were performed
within their respective databases. We cannot accept as an excuse that they merely ran the query
after receiving a request from senior management – Fraunholtz from Assistant Director Williams
and Cicatiello from Fraunholtz. They are responsible for ensuring that access to these databases
is limited to the furtherance of the agency’s functions or purposes. In this case, Fraunholtz and
Cicatiello both failed to exercise independent judgment expected of senior management. At the
very least they should have inquired how the requests related to legitimate agency operations.

We note the prompt steps already taken by the Ohio Attorney General’s Office to shut down all
access to the OHLEG test accounts until they develop security protocols in the event that test
accounts are needed in the future.

The actions underlying a former contractor’s conduct

involving access to OHLEG are part of a pending criminal investigation being conducted by the
Ohio State Highway Patrol. Additionally, we note that administrative internal investigations are
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pending with the Toledo Police Department and Cuyahoga Support Enforcement Agency
regarding the appropriateness of records checks related to Wurzelbacher. We did not find
wrongdoing related to the queries conducted at the Ohio Department of Public Safety and Ohio
Department of Taxation.

We are unable to conclude that Director Jones-Kelley’s approval to search ODJFS databases for
information about Wurzelbacher was politically motivated.

However, the circumstances

surrounding the unauthorized searches are exacerbated in light of the director’s sending and
receiving email related to a political activity through state resources.

Both curiosity and media requests fueled interest related to “Joe the Plumber.” Nevertheless, the
withering media attention that Wurzelbacher received does not provide justification for state
officials and employees to have conducted the wide range of searches that were done on a private
citizen.

Finally, we would like to commend ODJFS employee Vanessa Niekamp for coming forward and
bringing information to our attention under such difficult circumstances.

V.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on our findings, we make the following recommendations and request the following
agencies respond to this office within the next sixty days with a plan of action as to how the
recommendations will be implemented:

Ohio Department of Job and Family Services
1. Establish written guidelines that identify the business relation and procedures for
conducting queries in highly visible media cases. Searches should be prohibited solely
on the basis of someone being thrust in the media spotlight. There should be some
articulable reason for the access of secured/confidential databases. The reason must be
related to the duties and business of the agency conducting the search.
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2. Searches on ODJFS databases should be tracked to allow system administrators and/or
investigators the ability to identify each account holder who conducts queries.
Ohio Department of Taxation
1. Searches on Taxation’s databases should be tracked to allow system administrators
and/or investigators the ability to identify each account holder who conducted a query.

Ohio Attorney General’s Office
1. All agency accounts with access to OHLEG should be reviewed to determine whether
any accounts are invalid, obsolete, or should be revoked.

2. When an account holder separates from service with the Attorney General’s Office, their
OHLEG account should be immediately cancelled.

VI.

REFERRAL

A copy of this report will be provided to the Franklin County Prosecutor’s Office for review and
consideration.
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EXHIBITS

